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Chicago Comics is displaying its spring line of
books at the 'Women Come First' reception, and
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we're looking forward to checking out the stock:
Archivist Martha Palmer, who has been digging
in Chicago's archives for some decades now,
says the project has unearthed an amazing bit
of history, from Eve Babitz' Eve's Diary (from
1970), the iconic marriage-guidance book by
Barbara De Fonseca, to a pictorial essay on
"being with children" (yes, children and not just
celebrities or politicians, or any other variant
thereof) that appeared in some weird 1960s
underground poetry journal. The Big Other will
be debuting a few new long-form titles, like a
graphic novel about Chicago women in the
1970s and 1980s by Abriana Warren. (Warren,
along with Aline Kominsky-Crumb and Danielle
Dutton, will be signing books at 7 p.m. tonight.)
And if you don't know Todd Brockmann's
awesome Internet Archive collection, he's happy
to discuss how it all fits together. [All photos by
Diane Shupak]Search form Atkins Park Sorry,
but all blog posts need some form of text, so
this post is not appropriate for you. Please try
reading our blog post and let us know in the
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and by email, newsletters and other marketing
communications from the publisher. When you
click the Submit button you'll get a email asking
you to confirm that you'd like to receive this
specific notification. If you cancel and do not
receive an email, and you can't find it in your
Spam or Junk folder, it may have
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